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1. The Healing Temple
Restoration, cure, safety

Once, there were temples of healing, where we would return, 
again and again, regularly, for delicate and subtle reweavings 
of energy within our system. Light and colour, sound and 
pure vibration were our medicines, and with this attention 
to our total wellbeing, we were whole, and nourished, 
and charged with the fullness of balanced life force. This 
energy is returning to you, revealed through a glimpse into 
the dimensional worlds where this healing still takes place. 

This card marks the beginning of a journey into healing 
– your own physical, mental, emotional or spiritual healing. 
This healing adventure takes place because of a chance 
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meeting, where you are introduced to a person, place or 
philosophy that can create a pathway for you to immerse 
yourself in the restorative process before you. This healing 
has links to the ancient methods used in the temples of long 
ago, where light and sound were interwoven within pure 
spaces to rework and reweave the structures within the body 
and soul. This ancient methodology is slowly being fed into 
our world. And while it is ancient and sacred, it can also 
be found in the most sophisticated of modern hospitals, 
through the hands and technologies being developed, which 
can assist all of us when we have need.

Your own personal healing journey is beginning, and you 
will be met, guided and cared for as you move through this 
process. There is a place of great safety and calm for you to 
return to, where the vibration is loving and pure, focused 
and high, and you will respond to the care, the energy, 
and the complete immersion into a healing environment. 
But first, you must enter. The Guardian of the Temple has 
opened their arms in welcome to you. The choice is yours.

Illumination:
I now accept the powerful healing being offered. 
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2. The Path of the Gods
Decisions, meetings, future plans

You are now being given a glimpse of the place where the 
gods dwell, and meet, and play, and enjoy. Within this 
painting, you will see two ethereal beings, faeries of light, 
meeting in dance in a field that lies before a great palace. 
They have followed a long path to arrive here, and now they 
know the moment has come to receive their mission in the 
world. So, too, is it with you, friend. Within this valley are 
held the meetings and parliaments where the decisions 
and ideas are discussed and debated, until conclusions are 
reached and new wonder enters the world of the humans 
– or remains beyond the veil, hidden in this sacred place.
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Now, you are in the process of deciding whether you 
will move ahead with a new venture or project, one which 
will see you enter into a closer relationship with another 
person. This connection will be easeful and good and 
blessed by the gods who watch over such things. A little 
divine intervention has come your way, and the creative 
process will be driven by moments of sheer inspiration, 
where ideas born in the otherworlds will come to you for 
their transition into reality.

Ground all that you do – earth the sublime energies 
moving through you. Make friends along the way, and 
welcome an ally to your quest. Discuss and learn. Share 
ideas and wonder how to translate the imagined into the 
possible. Make this a dance, and those who have sent you 
this mission will rejoice.

As always, you are free to choose whether this part will 
be yours. But when the time comes, and the possibility 
approaches, this energy from the hidden worlds will be there 
to support you, as you work to bring forth this beautiful 
energy into the world of the humans.

Illumination:
Walking my path is a divine opportunity

to create change in the world.
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3. The Mother Awakens
Compassion, nurture, guidance

You are being given the opportunity to feel the pure love 
and compassion of the Mother, through the connection 
to her heart through the rainbow. The rainbow energy is 
profound. It speaks of hope and healing through each of the 
energetic centres within the body – the seven rays of light 
we all need to become our best selves – and the sense that 
you are being chosen by the Mother at this time to awaken 
to her and to your own capacity to open the door that lies 
between the worlds. 

You are walking this rainbow path, and can be called 
home to the Mother. This can sometimes reveal the path 
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to the otherlife, and a return to the Mother in that sense. 
But this is truly more often a return to the memories of a 
time when the Mother sends out her healing heartlight in 
the form of rainbows to all who need her support and her 
guidance. You are returning to her, and while the Father 
is present, he is less activated for you at present. Be in her 
presence, and know it makes no difference to her who you 
are, or what judgements have been laid at your feet, or the 
way in which our culture seeks to label and define us. To 
her, you are pure and perfect and whole, and fully deserving 
of all of her love. You exist, and you are her child, and she 
will guide you now, and embrace you with her loving heart 
energy. Your own heart will open and respond in return, and 
judgements will fall away, to be replaced with compassion, 
understanding and the true belief in your own worth.

Illumination:
You are worthy of this compassionate mother love.

Let her heal all mother wounds and show you
how precious you are. 


